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ENGINEERING MATHBMATICS _ I
(Common for all branches except DCP and CABM)

(Marimum mad<s : 100)

PART-A

Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer all questions. Each question carries 2 marks'

1. Evaluate 3sin30 - 4cof60.

2. lf tara = 0.38, find the value of tan?sc wrthout using table.

3. ln MBC, d: l}cm, b = l3cm, c = 60o find C'

4. Evaluate " cx + dllffir ro o, *t'

5. Find the rate of change of area of a circle with respect to its radius' (5x2:10)

PAR|- B

(Marimum marks : 30)

II Answer arqt five questions from the following. Each question carries 6 marks.

I. (a) Prove that se.]? 
, + "'=0 ': 2cose1T'

sec0+l sec9-l

(b) lf cosl = + ,d hes in first quadrant, find 3sin0 - 4tan0 '

Z. Find the value of tan75 wtthorx using tables and show frtat tan75 t cotl5 = 4'

3. Show that sin i 0s in50sin70 : * '

4. Differentiate I wittt respect to x by the method of first principles.

5. Ify =t * I, Prove that xzY" *xY' =Y'

6. The displacement of a body is given by x = 3cos4t + 5sin4t. Show that

acceleration varies as the distance.

7. A cylinddcal can open at one end is to have a volume of &n cm3. Find the

radius and height of the cylinder such that the metal used is minimum. (5x6:30)

[3r8]
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PART- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question from each writ. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

Urvrr - I
Evaluate s in7 80cos390 + s in(-300)cos3 3 0.

An aeroplane starts from a place and flies 1000m along a shaight line at 45o
to the horizontal. Find the horizontal distance described.

(c) If cosA = {, tun B = fr., A and B are acute angles find sin (A+ B) and,

cos (A+ B). 6

On

Express {-lcosx * sinx in the form Rsin(x + cr).

Evaluate s# * ,or'* mr! .3 + 6-
Provethat l+sinA = jelA

cosA | - sinA

If 0 = 45o, verify that cos20 = colg - str/0.

UNrr - II

Find the value of cos 4 and sin | . Given sinA = 0.75

Prove that srr50 - ,iiO* cos80 = 0.

Solve MBC given a = 87cm,6 = 53cm, c = 70o.

VI (a) Prove that

On

sinA*sin3A+sin5A
ffi : tan3A.

O) Show that a (b'+ t') cosA I b(cz + a2)cosB + c(d + b2)cosC : 3abc.

(c) Find the area of atriangle having e= 4cm,b:5cm,c =7cm.

(d) In MBC, A = 45o, B = 60o, a = 5cm, find 6.

Ut.trr - III

(a) Evaluate:

-'3 - 27(i) lim,-rifrj
(b) rina ft, if ry: c.

(c) Find fr, if x: a(0- sinT)
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J

VI

(ii)
cos0tttr-f 

,tr 
*

and y = asin9.

On

L

(4+4:8)
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Vm (a) Find 4L. if :dx'
sin2x(r) y= , (ii) ! : x2cosx2

Marks

(3+3:6)

5

4

(b) lf y = asinmx, Prove that Y" = m2Y = 0,

(c) If t' + 1f = 3ary, fina ft
. Ur'in - IV

D( (a) Find the equations of tangent and normal to the curve / = 3f + x 1' 2 at (1,2). 5

(b) The deflection of a beam is given by S: * -9* + l2x. Find the maximum

deflection. 5

(c) A balloon is spherical in shape. Gas is escaping from it at the rate of
l0cc/second. Find the rate at which its radius is shrinking when the

radius is 15 cm. 5

On

X (a) A circular plate of radius 3 inches expands when heated at the rate of
2 inche$second. Find the rate at which area of the plate is increasing at the

end of 3 seconds.

O) An open box is to be out of a square sheet of side l2cm by cutting off equal

squffes at each bomer and turning up the sides. What size of the square sheet

should be cut in order that the volume of the box may be ma:<imum.

(c) If S denotes the displacement of a particle at time I second and

S = Zf - 9f + l2t + 6 find the value of 't' when the acceleration is zero.

Fild the velocity 
I 

that time'

J
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